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The Power of Appreciation

Something stood out to me the other day as I was thinking of several of Paul's letters in the Bible. I 
saw a pattern in the first chapter of Romans, Philippians, 1 Corinthians, Ephesians, Colossians, 1 
Thessalonians, Philemon - check it out for yourself... Paul would often start his letters by saying 
something along the lines of, “I thank God as I remember you...” Paul was a man who was eager to 
show his appreciation to his friends and the way he showed it was to tell them that he was thankful to
God for them. 

We all need a reminder once in a while to express our appreciation to those around us. It is easy to 
take one another for granted and feel entitled to the effort that others spend on us. Just think of the 
time and effort others spend on you - whether it is your parents, spouse, friend, coworker, teacher, 
person serving you at a business - all these people have given piece of their life in providing something
for you. 

What does appreciation do? It affirms a person's value, worth and gifting. It encourages and uplifts. It 
frees us from the temptation to compete and compare ourselves with others. It encourages people to 
continue giving their best; you could say, “What is appreciated gets duplicated”. Just as complaining is 
contagious, so is appreciation in a much better way! 

I think it is worth saying that there is a big difference between expressing appreciation and flattery. 
Flattery in sin since it is an attempt to win someone's approval under the guise of appreciation. It has 
a selfish motivation and an element of deception. It strokes the ego and swells pride. Sometimes we 
flatter so that people might become dependent upon our approval and become more sensitive to our 
disapproval. 

Appreciation, on the other hand, comes out of a desire to speak the truth in love. True appreciation 
does not flatter the individual, but ultimately gives all glory to God. Notice how Paul phrases his 
appreciation saying, “I thank God as I remember you”. Paul did not want his readers to focus on their 
personal awesomeness or to focus on him as the ultimate source of approval. But to direct all 
gratitude and acknowledgement to our Heavenly Father who is the true source of all good things. 

Let me finish today by saying that I thank God for you. It gives me a sense of joy to know that you are 
connecting with these daily devotionals. Each time I write one I think of the many people who are 
reading and growing along with me on my walk with Christ at the start of each day. I feel a deep sense 
of appreciation to God knowing that you are being built up in your faith through these challenging 
times. Let's all keep it up for the Glory of God!

_____________________________

Steven Amorin

.

If this LOOKING UP daily devotional has been a blessing to you, feel free to share it with others.

_____________________________
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Love for the Stranger

9/11 was a day most of us remember with heavy hearts; but out of that terrible day arose one of the 
most heartwarming stories. As flights were diverted, the residents of Gander Newfoundland did us 
proud as Canadians in welcoming thousands of stranded passengers into their homes. The level of 
hospitality they shared was legendary. 

In the Bible we find that one of the greatest qualities we can possess is hospitality. In the original New 
Testament Greek, the word for hospitality is “Philoxenos” which is actually two words Philo = “love” 
and Xeno = “Stranger”, literally meaning “love for the stranger”. This goes beyond simply having your 
close friends over for dinner, in involves welcoming in and being generous to those you would 
consider strangers. 

In the Bible we read:

“Contribute to the needs of the saints and seek to show hospitality” (Romans 12:13).

“Show hospitality to one another without grumbling” (1 Peter 4:9).

“Do not neglect to show hospitality, for thereby some have entertained angels unawares” (Hebrews 
13:2).

Shortly after 9/11 there was a shift in our society, I started to notice a dramatic increase of tensions 
around race, culture and religion. I remember learning a new word at the time; it was the word 
“Xenophobia”. You guessed it right, that comes from Greek too! It literally means Xeno = “Stranger” 
and Phobia = “Fear” or “fear of strangers”. Sadly, in our world today, we still see so much of this. 

As followers of Jesus we need to understand his call upon us to show this kind of love for the stranger 
and in so doing, we do it for him. It was Jesus who said, “I was hungry and you gave me food, I was 
thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me” (Matthew 25:35).

With all the restrictions around COVID these days you might feel that hospitality is the last thing on 
your mind. We have been conditioned for the last year to be fearful, isolate ourselves and stay 
covered with our masks. Let me challenge you, there are opportunities every day to connect and show
love to the stranger -  and, as restrictions ease and society opens up may we emerge to better live out 
God's call to true hospitality. May our “Xeno-Phobia” give way to genuine “Philo-Xenos”!

_____________________________

Steven Amorin

.

If this LOOKING UP daily devotional has been a blessing to you, feel free to share it with others.

_____________________________
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What is Worship?

I wonder what you think of when you hear the word "worship". I know for most people, the first thing 
they think of are the songs we sing about God. Some might comment, "the worship was great at 
church on Sunday"... What they often really mean is that the songs were performed with talent, were 
in the style they preferred and it had an emotional impact. Is that what worship really is?

When we look at worship throughout the scriptures we find that true worship is so much more than 
just the songs we sing about God. True worship is any way in which we give God honour, reverence or 
adoration. It is us responding to the majesty, holiness and love of God. The English word "worship" 
comes from the root word "worth", so you could say that worship is us expressing the worth of God.

While meeting with those who serve in our church worship ministry a few nights ago, one of our 
worship leaders reminded us that music is simply one of many "tools" God has given us to worship 
Him.

Worship can come in the form of expressing our appreciation to God in quiet prayer, singing praises to 
God with our church family, privately giving a gift or offering out of gratitude to God, doing your job as
if working for God and not man, walking in nature and admiring God's handiwork, reading out a 
Psalm, choosing to honour God in a moment of temptation... the list goes on.

Whatever the case, worship is something that does not just happen when you enter a church 
sanctuary, it is meant to fill every moment of life. All that we do and our whole being is meant to be 
offered as an expression of the worth of God. That is why Paul would write:

"I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy 
and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship" (Romans 12:1).

_________________________

Steven Amorin
.
If this daily devotional has been a blessing to you, please feel free to share it with others.

_________________________
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TGIF!

I know how some of you might be feeling right now; it's Friday morning and you can't wait for the 
work week to be over. Just one more day and I can enjoy the weekend! For those of us who are 
working regularly, we know that it is not always easy to stay motivated on the job - especially with the 
kind of year we have just had. I talk to teachers who have had to adapt and try to keep students 
motivated, healthcare workers who have normally gone above and beyond pushed even further, 
business owners concerned if they might have to shut the doors, people navigating the increased 
interpersonal drama at the office. All of this change has raised the level of tension in most workplaces.

It is a widely established fact that if given a choice, most people would take lower pay in a great 
workplace than having higher pay in a bad workplace... It has been said, “people don't quit jobs, they 
quit bosses.” I think most of us get the idea - we all know what it is like when our work gets tough. 

What if in the midst of these occupational struggles we shifted our thinking when it comes to our 
work? What if we had a new way of understanding why we work and who we are working for? 

Consider this verse in Colossians:

“Whatever you do, work heartily, as for the Lord and not for men, knowing that from the Lord you will 
receive the inheritance as your reward. You are serving the Lord Christ” (Colossians 3:23,24). 

I wonder if you have ever considered your work in this way. Ultimately God has given you life, enabled 
your gifting and abilities, opened opportunities, orchestrated connections, blessed you with 
accomplishments, the reward of income for honest work and He will continue to lead and sustain you 
each day of your life. 

In a week's time we will observe the most important Friday ever, Good Friday, and remember the day 
when Jesus willingly carried the cross and took our sin upon himself. With his last bit of physical 
strength he spoke the words, “It is finished”. With that proclamation Jesus declared the fulfillment of 
God's Law and the need for righteous works. 

The most important work, the fulfilling of God's requirements and the securing of your eternal 
salvation, has been completely paid for and accomplished by Jesus Christ. What is left for us is a life of 
following his Lordship and serving him out of gratitude for all he has done for us. What is left is a life 
of humble and grateful service to the best “boss” ever, and eternal rewards in Jesus Christ. 

_____________________________

Steven Amorin

.

If this daily devotional has been a blessing to you, please feel free to share it with others.

_____________________________
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